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Charter school director is asked to
leave
By Susan Essoyan
POSTED: 01:30 a.m. HST, Feb 04, 2011
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Latest News/Updates

Maunalei Love is stepping down today as executive director of the Charter
School Administrative Office under pressure from a state panel, after serving
longer than anyone else in that position.
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"The Charter School Review Panel asked for and accepted my resignation as
the Charter School Administrative Office executive director after
disagreement over many months with regards to job scope and
performance," Love wrote in an e-mail to charter schools. "I would like to
offer my sincere gratitude for the opportunity to have served Hawaii's
charter school system."
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Love held the job for 3 1/2 years altogether, in two separate stints, starting
as interim executive director. She was appointed executive director in
November 2008. The Charter School Review Panel asked for her resignation
last week.
"This is definitely in the best interest of the charter schools," Nina Buchanan,
the panel's vice chairwoman, said yesterday. "I know the panel plans to
move ahead as quickly as possible to appoint an interim executive director
and to do a search as soon as possible. We feel very optimistic that we will
find someone excellent."
Since 2004 five people have served as executive director of the office, some
staying on the job for just a matter of months. The Charter School
Administrative Office provides support and guidance to Hawaii's 31 public
charter schools, a diverse lot ranging from small Hawaiian-focused campuses
to large online academies. About 5 percent of the state's public-school
students are in charter schools. The position pays about $90,000 a year.
"It's a really hard job," said John Thatcher, principal of Connections Public
Charter School in Hilo. "You've got to answer to so many people. I think it's
a job that just burns people out or they get fired."
Along with juggling the needs of charter schools and collecting data from
them, the office also answers to the Charter School Review Panel, which
grants and revokes charters, and to the Legislature. Charter schools are
publicly funded, but they are overseen by their own local school boards and
are exempt from many state regulations. Legislators recently have been
pressuring charter schools to be more accountable for their use of taxpayer
money.
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"There are quite a few people who think that the review panel is starting to
micromanage," Thatcher said. "That's probably one of Maunalei's problems.
She really believes strongly that the charter schools need to be autonomous
and other entities should not be interfering with their autonomy."
Jim Shon, executive director of the charter school office from 2004 to 2006,
said a shortage of funds at charter schools makes it tough for them to keep up
with administrative requirements, and the charter school office has little leverage
over them.
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"Quite rightly, accountability and documentation are what we expect of public
agencies and public schools," Shon said. "But because of the funding situation, it
has been almost impossible for charters to have a full complement of
administrative support, the guys who generate the data and the reports and the
audits. Now the Legislature is getting restless. And you have the charters
grumbling about the office constantly asking them for information."
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"The system is kind of imploding on itself," said Shon, who wrote a book about
Hawaii's charter school system.
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Love helped launch the Hawaii Charter Schools Network and was administrator of Hakipuu Learning
Center in Kaneohe from 2001 to 2004.
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"Maunalei has been a huge supporter of charter schools, an advocate for charter schools and one of the
original founders of the charter school movement," said Mark Christiano, executive director of Kihei
Charter School. "We all wish her the best of luck."
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brownknees 02/06/2011 04:45 PM
Typical of education in Hawaii’s failed experiment at teaching our children the Executive Director for
CSAO is conveniently blamed for charter school’s failure to meet standard(s). Ironically a principal who
has consistently failed at his own task makes comment about CSAO challenges without retribution.
Hawaii’s public education problems are systemic. To blame one person or hold one person accountable
is ludicrous.
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Sounds like a narcissistic leadership issue on multiple levels.
One of the ways of telling a functional organisation from one that is pathologically dysfunctional is to
see if it can exclude narcissistic characters from leadership positions.
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Sounds like this system has big problems in the administration, leadership and school levels.
3 people liked this.
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1oahuborn1 02/04/2011 06:27 PM
"Since 2004 five people have served as executive director of the office, some staying on the job for just
a matter of months." Oh wow, now I can see why. Good writing Susan Essoyan.
So the job pays $90,000.00 but has 3 to 4 bosses one must answer to. I guess it is the "too many
chiefs, not enough indians" syndrome.
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TwoCentz 02/04/2011 05:35 PM
Those who can't teach...my view of this situation
IMHO, there's no valid reason for firing her, save for overseers trying to CY@. They do a better job than
DOE, who will be the first to backstab her, at the same time say 'fund us.'
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Kealohanui60 02/04/2011 01:50 PM
Good luck. Who in their right mind would like this job? NEXT. As for Maunalei, she's a woman of
integrity who got stuck in the mire of all the puki`o.
1 person liked this.
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hontobaka 02/04/2011 02:36 PM in reply to Kealohanui60
Seems to me like it was a dysfunctional team effort.

Barefoot_hooligan 02/04/2011 12:40 PM
let the charter schools revue panel take up the director's job and duties and then see how they like
being the "middle man" in that situation. Tell them it's time to put up or shut up, as they don't seem to
understand nor grasp what they are asking the charter schools director to do. Let them be the puppet
on a string dancing to the legislatures tune and see how long they last in that position.
It's a real shame that the board is allowing a few bad apples to spoil the bunch, unlike the DoE. which
has allowed the whole apple grove to stagnate and go bad.
(Edited by author 1 week ago)
2 people liked this.
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edutopian 02/04/2011 11:49 PM in reply to Barefoot_hooligan
Hasn't the review panel always lacked good leadership?
The former chairman Albert Parker was mostly useless.
I'm saying that the system is not strong enough to prevent momentarily charismatic people from
seizing power for self serving reasons.
Eventually, what goes around comes around, and now the chickens have come home to roost.
1 person liked this.
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popoki_hina 02/04/2011 08:07 AM
Five directors in seven years…no surprise there. The CSAO exec director's job is structurally
schizophrenic - take a look at the job description. Worse yet, it's defined by the Review Panel and the
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Schools so differently that no one can please all the masters they answer to. The CSRP expects the
Director to be their tool, answerable only to them; the current Chair especially demands that the
Director enforce her agenda and "manage" the charter schools to make them act like she thinks they
should, often regardless of the law. The schools expect the director primarily to be their advocate and to
champion their autonomy at every turn, also often regardless of the law. The Legislature -- and
especially those Reps and Senators who have long chaired the money and education committees -seem to take particular delight in using the CSAO and the charters as a political soccer ball they can
kick around in their various power-and-money battles with each other, the Gov's office and the Feds.
And the DOE's default position on charters is invariably adversarial -- take a look at the testimony the
Department submits on any pro-charter bill, especially if it concerns facilities funding, teachers and/or
labor issues, NCLB testing requirements, or Hawaiian-culture-based curriculum. Regardless of whether
you think Love did a good job or a terrible job, whether you think she should have been fired long ago
or is being treated unfairly now, the fact is that no one will ever be able to stay in the job long enough
to stabilize the system and the CSAO until the review panel and the charters agree that the director is
either a bureaucrat/enforcer or a politician/advocate. She/He can’t be expected to be both, much less
be everything to all the stakeholders involved -- which is exactly why Love and all the others who have
held that job have been “asked to resign.” (Gee, I wonder what would have happened if one of them
had said “no”?)
5 people liked this.
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hontobaka 02/04/2011 09:55 AM in reply to popoki_hina
Wasn't Jim Shonn fired by the BOE for doing his job too well and getting charters moving in the
right direction? I don't know about schizophrnia, but from what I see, the big issue is that charters
are seen as illegal immigrants, and this is Arizona.
Charters are a reform movement, and therefore threaten the Old School. But sometimes, they are
their own worst enemy. That doesn't mean you cut their funding half and destroy their chances to
improve, though.....
When I read about other state education systems, it seems Hawaii is overall more dysfuntional
than normal. I'm looking forward to abolishing the elected BOE. Maybe they should abolish the
Charter Office and Review Board too.
3 people liked this.
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popoki_hina 02/04/2011 08:04 AM
Five directors in seven years…no surprise there. The CSAO exec director's job is structurally
schizophrenic - take a look at the job description. Worse yet, it's defined by the Review Panel and the
Schools so differently that no one can please all the masters they answer to. The CSRP expects the
Director to be their tool, answerable only to them; the current Chair especially demands that the
Director enforce her agenda and "manage" the charter schools to make them act like she thinks they
should, often regardless of the law. The schools expect the director primarily to be their advocate and to
champion their autonomy at every turn, also often regardless of the law. The Legislature -- and
especially those Reps and Senators who have long chaired the money and education committees -seem to take particular delight in using the CSAO and the charters as a political soccer ball they can
kick around in their various power-and-money battles with each other, the Gov's office and the Feds.
And the DOE's default position on charters is invariably adversarial -- take a look at the testimony the
Department submits on any pro-charter bill, especially if it concerns facilities funding, teachers and/or
labor issues, NCLB testing requirements, or Hawaiian-culture-based curriculum. Regardless of whether
you think Love did a good job or a terrible job, whether you think she should have been fired long ago
or is being treated unfairly now, the fact is that no one will ever be able to stay in the job long enough
to stabilize the system and the CSAO until the review panel and the charters agree that the director is
either a bureaucrat/enforcer or a politician/advocate. She/He can’t be expected to be both, much less
be everything to all the stakeholders involved -- which is exactly why Love and all the others who have
held that job have been “asked to resign.” (Gee, I wonder what would have happened if one of them
had said “no”?)
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euphrosyne18 02/04/2011 07:30 AM
Another fired executive director. These so-called charters are just dreadful. Let us stregnthen public
schools and let those who want somethign different go to private schools.
2 people liked this.
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Barefoot_hooligan 02/04/2011 12:48 PM in reply to euphrosyne18
Hahahahaha, what fifty years of incompetence from the DoE is not enough for you, to consider
giving a newer/different form of alternative education a chance? The individual schools seem to be
doing just fine, it's the administrative overseer's department for charter schools that seems to be
the one's experiencing all the growing pains and bearing the brunt of the "ire" from the Charter
schools revue panel (are they some form of bored of governors?) and the legislature..
Sounds like the typical meddling board, wanting to flex its authority, without getting it's hands
dirty or taking responsibility for any and all actions concerning the charter schools. with so many
chiefs, it's a wonder why, they don't have enough puppets to get the job done.
(Edited by author 1 week ago)
4 people liked this.
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euphrosyne18 02/04/2011 12:52 PM in reply to Barefoot_hooligan
alternative, innovative education=private schools.

Barefoot_hooligan 02/04/2011 01:57 PM in reply to euphrosyne18
Sure, if you can afford such in these trying times, but then the subject of discussion was
about "charter schools," and not private schools or education. quit trying to change the
subject. But since you have, with all the monies the DoE gets with their "per student"
weighted cost formula, sending them to private schools is not that big of a leap to
consider.
But then there is a major hitch in that scenario, as there are not enough private school
campuses to encompass the student populations currently attending public school
campuses..........
Which is where the charter schools system can make and earn it's own reputation, if
given more than half a chance to succeed. Oh well, there goes your "alternative and
innovative education = private schools" theory but for one small detail.......CSRP & our
state legislature..........dang it, and it was looking so good, too! Don't you just hate it
when it's the "minor" details that derail such promising scenarios from being considered?
(Edited by author 1 week ago)
2 people liked this.
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euphrosyne18 02/04/2011 02:32 PM in reply to Barefoot_hooligan
Only 5% of the DOE students go to charters so the private schools can handle that
number. Most charters are not very good so it will be a step up!
Like

Reply

Barefoot_hooligan 02/04/2011 08:42 PM in reply to euphrosyne18
true, but the student cost ratio is based on the other 95% of the public school
population, and not on the charter schools students. Which begs the question
as to what would happen if the charter schools student population had parity
with the other 95% of the public schools student cost ratio? intruiging
thought...
(Edited by author 1 week ago)
1 person liked this.
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edutopian 02/04/2011 11:11 PM in reply to Barefoot_hooligan
Although charters are not perfect (they have the same problems as the
DOE, including nepotism and lack of accountability for public dollars), they
do cost taxpayers significantly less.
The legislature spent only $5,000 per charter school child last year, while
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funding the DOE at close to $8,300 per DOE child.
Outrageous.
Shame on Obama for awarding Hawaii $75million in Race to the Top
funding. Part of the award was because they treat ALL CHILDREN equally.
Lying to the Feds is not nice.

1 person liked this.
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VanillaLatte 02/04/2011 07:11 AM
"That's probably one of Maunalei's problems. She really believes strongly that the charter schools need
to be autonomous and other entities should not be interfering with their autonomy."

.......so they can continue to hire unqualified family members (Myron Thompson) and others who just
don't show up for work but collect their full paycheck from TWO jobs (Myron Thompson) until they get
caught.
THAT kind of autonomy?
3 people liked this.
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TwoCentz 02/04/2011 05:39 PM in reply to VanillaLatte
I disagree. Cheap shot. Walk in the shoes of these people - no money, endless needs from kids.
They struggle and go well beyond the call of duty. Compare them to a DOE administrator, and
see... lazy and overpaid vs. the opposite at the Thompson Academy.
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Reply
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